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ABSTRACT constant) of a material emerged as an elegant method of
estimating water content in porous materials. For theSubstantial advances in the measurement of water content and
first time the same physical property (permittivity) couldbulk soil electrical conductivity (EC) using time domain reflectometry
be measured for a range of scales and used to estimate(TDR) have been made in the last two decades. The key to TDR’s

success is its ability to accurately measure the permittivity of a material water content. Electromagnetic methods, whether TDR
and the fact that there is a good relationship between the permittivity (localized measurement), ground penetrating radar
of a material and its water content. A further advantage is the ability (two-dimensional profile), or active microwave remote
to estimate water content and measure bulk soil EC simultaneously sensing (land surface), all estimate water content based
using TDR. The aim of this review is to summarize and examine on the permittivity of the target medium. A further
advances that have been made in terms of measuring permittivity and advance was the development of analysis methods usingbulk EC. The review examines issues such as the effective frequency

TDR. Time domain reflectometry was adapted to esti-of the TDR measurement and waveform analysis in dispersive dielec-
mate both soil water content (Hoekstra and Delaney,trics. The growing importance of both waveform simulation and in-
1974; Topp et al., 1980) and soil bulk EC simultaneouslyverse analysis of waveforms is highlighted. Such methods hold great
(Dalton et al., 1984). In spite of decades of research,potential for obtaining far more information from TDR waveform

analysis. Probe design is considered in some detail and practical guid- we are only beginning to efficiently utilize electrical
ance is given for probe construction. The importance of TDR measure- technology that ranges from satellite and airborne radar
ment sampling volume is considered and the relative energy storage to ground penetrating radar and localized sensors such
density is modeled for a range of probe designs. Tables are provided as TDR and impedance probes.
that compare some of the different aspects of commercial TDR equip- The underlying success of these techniques can be
ment, and the units are discussed in terms of their performance and considered in two parts, the first of which is the equip-their advantages and disadvantages. It is hoped that the review will

ment’s ability to accurately measure the bulk dielectricprovide an informative guide to the more technical aspects of permit-
permittivity and EC of a material. The second is the closetivity and EC measurement using TDR for the novice and expert alike.
relationship between the measured permittivity and the
volumetric water content, or the ionic concentration and
the bulk EC of the material. This review concentratesWater is required in some way by all living things;
on the first stage, the accurate measurement of bulk per-it is a fundamental constituent of life on our
mittivity and EC, and we confine ourselves to the useplanet. Our survival as well as that of other organisms
of TDR but acknowledge that other devices such asdepends on a supply of water both to our own bodies
impedance probes (Dean et al., 1987; Hilhorst et al.,and to the flora and fauna on which we live. One of the
1993; Gaskin and Miller, 1996; Paltineanu and Starr,best ways to regulate water consumption is to know
1997) may also be used for this purpose. Time domainthe quantity available and to manage the resource with
reflectometry has become a large topic in soil physics,prudence and stewardship (Hillel, 1991). To achieve this
primarily because of its adaptability and the continuedaim, techniques are preferred that can be used to mea-
development of novel applications. The focus of thissure a physical quantity closely related to the amount
review is on the measurement of bulk permittivity andof water contained in a porous material, be it rock, soil,
EC, and thus some topics are dealt with only briefly oror an artificial medium.
omitted. One of the strengths of the TDR measurementThe revolution in electronics in the latter half of the
method is that many probes can be monitored almostlast century made the measurement of the electrical
simultaneously using a multiplexer (Baker and All-properties of materials more accessible than ever before.
maras, 1990; Heimovaara and Bouten, 1990; HerkelrathMeasurement of the dielectric permittivity (dielectric
et al., 1991). This review discusses the measurement of
bulk EC; however, we don’t go any further to examine
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indicate a strongly reduced sampling volume and ques-
tionable accuracy. Perhaps further investigation is needed
to fully understand measurements made with such probes.

The history of using relative permittivity to estimate
water content is confined to the last century, principally
due to the measurement constraints imposed by the
availability of instrumentation. It was recognized early
on that the use of radio frequencies might be utilized
to estimate water content. For example, Smith-Rose
(1933, 1935) and Thomas (1966) gave accounts of early
attempts to estimate moisture. However, not until the
aftermath of the Second World War did the use of high-
frequency electrical measurements in basic research re-
ally begin to expand. Dielectric theory had been well
established, with Debye (1929) winning the Nobel Prize
for his work on polar molecules. However, measure-
ments had not kept pace with the advancing theory.
The work of Hasted among others (Hasted et al., 1948;
Ritson and Hasted, 1948; Hasted, 1973) stands out for
pioneering work on the high-frequency measurement

Fig. 1. (a) The dipole moment of a water molecule. (b) Water mole-of permittivity, mostly in liquids. The pioneering work
cules randomly aligned (left) and being aligned by an external fieldof Nelson et al. (1953) initiated a 50-yr contribution of
(right). This alignment causes the storage of energy described asresearch relating dielectric measurements to water con-
the real part of the permittivity.

tent in vegetables, grains, and other composite porous
media. Two distinct paths for permittivity measurement

charge in the water molecule (Fig. 1), which leads to awere seen to emerge in the 1960s. First, capacitance
small displacement of the positive and negative chargeprobes could be constructed following the development
centers creating a permanent dipole of 6.216 � 10�30

of small, high quality electrical components, (Thomas,
C m. When placed in an alternating electric field the1966; Wobschall, 1978; Dean et al., 1987) and could be
molecules overcome their random thermal motion andused for routine measurement in soils. Second, Fellner-
align with the field (Fig. 1). The process of alignmentFeldegg (1969) suggested the use of TDR for measuring
stores electrical energy, which is released once the appli-permittivity, which was taken up in soil science by Hoek-
cation of the field is stopped. This alignment of thestra and Delaney (1974) and in the seminal work by
molecules manifests itself as the real part of the relativeTopp et al. (1980). Compared with capacitance probes,
permittivity (ε�r ). However, materials are rarely pureTDR’s reduced susceptibility to signal interference, due
and usually contain some actual charge carriers such asto probe geometry and bulk EC as well as the minimal
ions. The loss of energy due to ionic conductivity issoil disturbance involved using multiple rods has led to
described by the imaginary part (ε″r ), termed dielectricits acceptance as a practical technique for measuring the
loss. Another source of loss occurs when the moleculespermittivity of porous media (Cassel et al., 1994; Topp
being aligned by the alternating field can no longer keepand Reynolds, 1998; Noborio, 2001; Dane and Topp,
up with the speed of field alternation. The molecules2002). In the last 20 yr the earth sciences have success-
are said to relax and energy is dissipated as heat. Thesefully developed, applied, and expanded the use of TDR
properties are conveniently written asas a method for measuring permittivity and estimating

water content, and it is now also being applied to mea-
εr �

ε
εo

[1]surements such as slope stability in geotechnical engi-
neering (Dowding and O’Connor, 1999).

Here the relative permittivity, εr is the ratio of the
permittivity of the material, ε (F m�1) to that of freeThe Permittivity of Porous Media
space, εo (8.854 � 10�12 F m�1). For a list of variables,Porous materials of interest in the earth sciences are see the Appendix.usually composed of three components: the solid matrix,

a gaseous phase, and the liquid water phase. The liquid
ε*r � ε�r � j �ε″relax �

�dc

2�fεo
� [2]water phase is sometimes subdivided further into free

water and bound water, which is restricted in its mobility
The complex relative permittivity ε*r describes energyby adsorption on surfaces. The relative permittivity of
storage and energy loss. The real part is designated ε�rair is 1, while those for common minerals in soils and
and associated with energy storage, and the imaginaryrocks lie in the range 4.5 to 10 (Keller, 1989; Robinson
components are associated with energy dissipation.and Friedman 2003), while water has a permittivity of
Losses are associated with two main processes, molecular78.5 at 25�C. Thus the permittivity of any water bearing
relaxation (ε″relax) and electrical conductivity (�dc), whereporous material is strongly influenced by its water con-

tent. The origin of the permittivity is the asymmetry of f is frequency and j is the imaginary number √�1.
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vp �
1

√	o	rεoεr

�
c

√	rεr

[3]

where c is the velocity of light (3 � 108 m s�1), εr is the
relative permittivity, 	o is the magnetic permeability of
vacuum (1.257 � 10�6 H m�1), and 	r is the relative mag-
netic permeability. The relative magnetic permeability
is unity in most earth materials, with the exception of
some iron oxides (Robinson et al., 1994; Sharma, 1997).

Schematic diagrams of the TDR unit and a section
of transmission line are presented in Fig. 3. A step volt-

Fig. 2. Three TDR probe designs. Left to right, three-rod probe, two- age is applied between the conductors at the pulse gen-
rod probe, and parallel plate probe. erator. The signal propagates down the line and is re-

flected from the end of the probe; the returning signal
is sampled in the TDR device. The velocity of the signalMEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES
in a perfect dielectric is therefore

Permittivity Measurement Using Travel Time
Analysis along Transmission Lines v �

2l
t

A transmission line forms the sensor for the TDR mea- and
suring system. Some classic designs are presented in Fig. 2.

v �
c

√εr

[4]Their design and construction will determine the quality
of the measurements made using the TDR technique;

where l is the length (m) and t is the time (s) for a roundhence, we devote a major part of this review to designing
trip (back and forth). Equating Eq. [4] and rearrangingand constructing probes to achieve optimal measure-
gives the round trip propagation time (t) of the wavements. Transmission line theory is covered in detail in
as a function of both the length of transmission line (l)the literature (Kraus, 1984; Lorrain et al., 1988; Ibbot-
and the permittivity of the material:son, 1999), so in this section only an overview of the

principles is given.
t �

2l √εr

c
[5]Time domain reflectometry measures the propaga-

tion velocity of a step voltage pulse with a bandwidth Hence it follows that the permittivity can be determinedof around 20kHz to 1.5 GHz (Heimovaara, 1994). The by measuring the time it takes the wave to traverse the
velocity of this signal is primarily a function of the per- probe. Waveforms for air and water are presented in
mittivity of the material through which it travels with Fig. 3 to demonstrate that the one-way travel time (e.g.,
potential modification by conductive losses. It is often the Tektronix [Beaverton, OR] cable tester divides the
convenient to consider the analogy of the propagation two-way travel time in half) is measured from the place
velocity of an electromagnetic plane wave that depends marked “start” to the points marked “end reflection,”
on the materials electromagnetic properties through and show that the travel time increases as the permittiv-

ity of the material increases.which it travels:

Fig. 3. A schematic diagram of the TDR main components. The window on the right illustrates two waveforms, one in air and one in water.
The dip is caused by an electrical marker in the head of the TDR probe so that the software can locate the start point for travel time analysis.
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the phase velocity vp is determined from the phase con-
stant 
, the imaginary part of the propagation constant
�, according to

vp �
�



�

�

Im√ZsY
�

�

Im√(R � j�L)(G � j�C)
[8]

In the case of a transmission line without losses Eq. [8]
is often abbreviated to

vp �
�

�√LC
�

1

√LC
[9]

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram representing the electrical circuit analogy It can be seen that if the wave is propagating along a
of a transmission line. L, R, C, and G are the line inductance, real transmission line with a geometric factor g (m), a
conductor skin resistance, medium capacitance, and medium con- capacitance (C � gεoεr), and inductance [L � (1/g)	o	r],ductance per unit length �z.

then the phase velocity in vacuum is the speed of light
(c � 3 � 108 m s�1), and in any other material the equa-
tion for the velocity relative to that of light is accordingHaving determined how the overall system works it
to Eq. [3]. In the case of a transmission line with someis helpful to examine how a plane wave propagates along
losses (where G is not �C; Kraus, 1984) across thea transmission line. A single-frequency, sinusoidal wave
dielectric, the conductance term in Eq. [8] cannot beof angular frequency, � (i.e., 2�f), can be considered.
neglected and thus the velocity of the wave is modified.A useful approach is to use the circuit diagram presented
This reduces the velocity of the wave through the me-in Fig. 4. The transmission line can be analyzed as a cir-
dium relative to that of light according to (Von Hippel,cuit with series impedance (Zs):
1954)

Zs � R � j�L [6]
vp �

1

�	rε�r
2 �1 � �1 � ��ε″relax � ��dc

�εo
��/ε�r �

2

�
[10]and a shunt admittance (Y), which is the inverse of the

parallel impedances (Zp):

Y �
1

Zp

� G � j�C [7] This means that the permittivity determined from the
travel time analysis is no longer equivalent to the real

where L is the line inductance in series with a resistance part but to an apparent permittivity Ka (Topp et al.,
R, which stems from the skin effect along the rod; C is 1980; White et al., 1994). It is also a function of the dis-
the capacitance of the transmission line per unit length, sipation across the rods caused either by relaxation
dependent on material between and geometry of the losses (ε″relax) or by electrical conductivity [�dc/(�εo)]. The
TDR probe; and G is the transmission line conductance effect of losses can be included into the equation for
(Fig. 3). The line is then said to have a propagation the measured apparent permittivity by combining Eq.
constant, �, which in general is a complex number, which [4] and [10] such that Ka is
is � � √(ZsY) � � � j
. The real (�) and imaginary
parts (
) are named the attenuation and phase constants Ka �

	rε�r
2 �1 � �1 � ��ε″relax � ��dc

�εo
��/ε�r �

2

� [11]
respectively. From electromagnetic theory (Kraus, 1984)

Fig. 5. Left, The apparent permittivity as a function of conductivity for two frequencies, 250 and 750 MHz. Permittivities of 80, 40, and 25
represent water, saturated clay, and saturated sand, respectively. Right, TDR measurements in KCl solutions and KCl saturated glass beads,
Eq. [11] fitted using a frequency of 400 MHz as the effective frequency.
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Fig. 6. The loss tangent (tan2�) as a function of frequency for three
differing bulk electrical conductivities.

As the losses become more significant the propagation
time increases, and thus higher apparent permittivity
values are measured (Fig. 5). The difficulty in applying
an equation such as Eq. [11] is that it is formulated for
a plane wave at a single frequency; TDR is a broadband
technique and a waveform is composed of many fre-

Fig. 7. Spectrum analyzer measurements for air, water, and a salinequencies. However, the data presented in Fig. 5 tend to solution (data from Friel and Or, 1999). The TDR was connected
confirm that the general impact of low ionic conductivity through a coaxial cell to a spectrum analyzer. The results give the
(�10 dS m�1) values can be described by Eq. [11]. In TDR power response as a function of frequency.
the case of the two independent data sets presented,

by the amount of power at each frequency measuredone for KCl solution and the other for KCl saturated
that combine to make the waveform. Friel and Or (1999)glass beads, 400 MHz was found to be an appropriate
took a direct series of measurements of TDR powereffective frequency. This effective frequency is unlikely
output with a sample connected from the TDR to ato be universal. It will depend on the TDR device used,
spectrum analyzer, showing an inverse square decreasethe construction of the probe, and the dispersive nature
in power as a function of frequency (�1/f 2) in air. Resultsof the dielectric.
for air, water, and an electrolyte solution are presentedThe loss tangent (tan2�) refers to the ratio of the
in Fig. 7 and show that most of the power is belowimaginary to real permittivity.
500 MHz. This graph is useful in demonstrating how a
dielectric with a high permittivity like water (80) reducestan2� � ��ε″relax � � �dc

2�fεo
��/ε�r �

2

[12]
the power at all frequencies but especially the higher
ones. The results are presented up to 2GHz; above 1.5One aim of designing probes used solely for measuring
GHz the signal is mostly noise (i.e., lower than �120 dBm).water content is to minimize electrical conductance
The introduction of a salt into the water further reducesacross the probe. This is achieved by having rods with
the power at each frequency. This graph provides usefula low geometric factor, g, (reciprocal of the commonly
insight when we discuss the issue of effective frequencyused cell constant, m�1), which is discussed below in the
raised at the end of this section. An effective frequencysection on probe design. Assuming that the imaginary
can be defined in several ways, and we shall examinepermittivity and conductivity terms are small means Ka
each of these and its implications.and ε�r can be considered equivalent. An important as-

Or and Rasmussen (1999) defined the effective fre-pect of the measurement that impacts both the real and
quency as the highest frequency component of the signalimaginary permittivity is what might be termed an effec-
passing through the dielectric without being filtered.tive frequency ( f in Eq. [12]). This is important because
Using tangent lines fitted to the TDR waveform, theyaccording to Eq. [12] the magnitude of the loss tangent
measured the permittivity of ethanol–water mixturesdue to EC will depend on this effective frequency. Fig-

ure 6 illustrates loss tangents for several electrical con- and then compared them with the real permittivity mea-
ductivities and clearly demonstrates how they increase sured as a function of frequency using a network ana-
in the lower frequencies, resulting in increasing imagi- lyzer. They fitted a curve to give the effective frequency
nary permittivity. ( f*) as a function of the TDR measured permittivity:

f* � f∞(1 � e��ε) [13]INTERPRETING AND
where f∞ � 2.34 GHz and � � 0.0216. They suggestedMODELING WAVEFORMS
frequencies ranging between about 550 MHz at lowDispersive Media and Effective TDR Frequency permittivity values and high dispersion and 1.8 GHz at
the permittivity of water (80) with low dispersion. ToWaveform interpretation can be best understood when
understand this a little better we examine each of thesean understanding of what is being measured is clear.
steps in the time and frequency domains for a disper-The TDR waveform reflects the electrical properties of

the material through which it travels and is determined sive dielectric.
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as a function of frequency and is presented diagrammati-
cally in Fig. 8 using a measurement made in propanol
as an example. The arrows indicate that a frequency of
200 MHz will effectively “see” a permittivity of 19.0,
while a frequency of 1 GHz will “see” a permittivity
of 8.4. Since waves travel faster in materials with low
permittivity, the signal no longer travels in phase but
spreads out. This can be observed by examining the
TDR waveforms in Fig. 9. The waveforms are for mix-
tures of propanol and water, Waveform 1 is propanol
with a little absorbed water, and the proportion of water
increases from waveform 2 to 9. The slope of the second
reflection increases as more water is added to the propa-
nol; the waveform becomes sharper and more distinct.
Figure 10 shows the corresponding real part of the per-
mittivity in the frequency domain for the 9 propanol–
water mixtures corresponding to the waveforms in Fig.Fig. 8. The real permittivity of propanol with some absorbed water.
9. The arrows indicate the method of Or and RasmussenThe arrows demonstrate that a 200-MHz signal will “see” a per-

mittivity of 19.0, whereas a signal with a frequency of 1000 MHz (1999) using the measured TDR permittivity by fitting
will “see” a permittivity of 8.4. The high-frequency signal will tangent lines (A in Fig. 9) and using this to obtain a
therefore travel faster than the low-frequency signal which sees a

frequency f* corresponding to the highest frequencyhigher permittivity.
component in the measurement. From inverse analysis
of waveforms (Heimovaara, 2001; Weerts et al., 2001)Careful TDR calibration can result in accurate (�0.1)
we know that the point at which the tangent lines inter-measurement of permittivity. However, many materials,
sect for a waveform represents the fastest moving partespecially soils, can be dispersive, which makes wave-
of the signal. We can therefore see that this frequency,form interpretation and permittivity measurement more
f*, changes a lot as dispersion increases.difficult (Heimovaara, 2001). A dielectric material is

The issue of the importance of an effective frequencydispersive if it suffers from relaxation in the measure-
was raised by Topp et al. (2000) as it is required if Eq.ment bandwidth (0.001–1.75 GHz). For example, air is
[11] is to be used to try and obtain a real permittivitynondispersive and water is effectively nondispersive, as
from the apparent permittivity (Ka) measured by theits relaxation frequency (17 GHz) is well outside the
TDR. In the case of this effective frequency it is likelyTDR’s frequency bandwidth. However, most alcohols
that it should reflect the frequency where the majority ofand many soils exhibit relaxations under 1 GHz. The
the energy of the signal is contained. Thus, an alternativecause of this relaxation in soils can be due to the reduced
determination of an effective frequency was proposedmobility of water near surfaces Maxwell Wagner relax-
by Topp et al. (2000). They suggested using what theyation, and it is especially pronounced in the high surface
termed the maximum passable frequency for the sensor,area clay soils. When such a material demonstrates re-
which they denoted fmax. They suggested that an estimatelaxation within the TDR measurement bandwidth, it
of this value can be obtained from the rise time of thecauses dispersion. The input signal of the TDR is com-
reflection from the end of the TDR probe after it hasposed of many frequencies, and at the start these are
traveled through a dielectric material. This method hasall in phase. In a dispersive medium, the different fre-
been utilized by previous workers (Hilhorst, 1998; Sunquency components of the input signal travel at different

speeds. This is caused by the real permittivity changing et al., 2000), and an outline of the method is given in

Fig. 9. Waveforms collected with a 0.18-m coaxial cell for air, water, and propanol–water mixtures. Waveforms 1 through 9 have increasing
amounts of water. Location A shows how tangent lines were fitted to the waveforms.
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Fig. 10. The real permittivity of the propanol–water mixtures corresponding to Fig. 9. The arrows indicate the permittivity values measured
from the waveforms in Fig. 9 used to determine the frequency to which they correspond.

Appendix C of the Tektronix application note entitled, the location of the group velocity of the signal, which
“TDR’s for Cable Testing.” The rise time is measured is the speed of the wave packet. The terminology used by
as the time between 10 and 90% of the signal magnitude Topp et al. (2000) of the maximum passable frequency is
illustrated in Fig. 11. An example of the analysis re- perhaps misleading and should be dispensed with in
quired to determine the rise time value (tr) is presented light of the comparison with the method of Or and Ras-
in this figure. The value of fmax is then calculated ac- mussen (1999). With regard to terminology, the fre-
cording to (Strickland, 1970) quency obtained by Or and Rasmussen (1999) should

be considered the maximum frequency, f*, and that ob-
fmax �

ln�0.9/0.1	
2�tr

[14] tained from Eq. [14] perhaps an effective frequency, feff .
Interestingly, in nondispersive media both methods give
similar values for the highest frequency. The line atthis simplifies to fmax (Hz) � 0.35/tr, where tr is measured
the top of the graph indicates the frequency (1.8 GHz)in seconds. The above method was used by Topp et

al. (2000) to estimate the effective frequency for TDR obtained in water using the Or and Rasmussen (1999)
measurements made in soils with clays; they suggested method. This is in close agreement with the value of 1.75
frequency bandwidths between 100 and 400 MHz. GHz given by the Tektronix application note entitled,

In Fig. 12 we compare results using the two methods “TDR’s for Cable Testing.” The diagram also indicates
for the propanol–water mixtures presented in Fig. 9. that the frequency determined by either method will
The value obtained for the frequency using Eq. [14] is reduce if the material is dispersive in the TDR band-
consistently about 0.45 of the value obtained using the width (arrows and dashed line). The curve presented
Or and Rasmussen (1999) method. This frequency value by Or and Rasmussen (1999) indicates values of f* to
probably reflects a location where most of the energy be expected with water–alcohol mixtures. However, this
of the signal is located. It would be interesting to see
in future work if this determined value corresponds with

Fig. 12. The effective frequencies determined from Fig. 10 and theFig. 11. Demonstration of the method used to estimate the highest
passable frequency for a given material. tr is the time measured data of Or and Rasmussen (1999). The filled circles represent the

corresponding effective frequency ( fmax) calculated using Eq. [14].between the signal rising 10 to 90% of the signal magnitude.
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Fig. 13. The real permittivity measured for saturated quartz sand
and bentonite clay at two water contents. The figure demonstrates Fig. 14. Waveforms from layered water and air with the respective
the sharply changing real permittivity of moist bentonite below order changed. The shape of the waveforms changes but the travel
500 MHz. time remains the same.

(2002) suggested fitting a simulated waveform with fre-is likely to vary depending on the permittivity of the
quency-dependent parameters to the captured wave-material and its relaxation time.
form. By doing this, a frequency could be chosen at whichThis has interesting implications for measurements
to determine the permittivity from the best-fitted relax-made in heavy clay and mineral soils. Figure 13 presents
ation equation, ε*( f ). They tested this method in a sandydielectric spectra of water-saturated quartz sand and
soil, which unfortunately had insufficient relaxation tobentonite clay at two water contents, 0.05 and 0.30 m3

test this idea thoroughly. Lin (2003b) used both Debyem�3. These spectra indicate that for a granular material
and volumetric mixing models to describe the frequency-like saturated quartz grains the real permittivity doesn’t
dependent characteristics of the soil so that simulatedchange much in the TDR frequency bandwidth. How-
waveforms could be fitted to the measured waveforms.ever, the real part of the permittivity for the bentonite
He concluded that both methods appeared to give a rea-changes dramatically below 500 MHz. Behavior like this
sonable description of the frequency response of the soils.will undoubtedly affect TDR waveforms and permittiv-
This approach opens a new way to interpreting TDRity measurements. In the TDR soil literature, measure-
information and along with inverse analysis of waveformsments made on bentonite (Dirksen and Dasberg, 1993)
could lead to more comprehensive understanding of theshowed a sharp rise in the apparent permittivity at water
soil permittivity–water content relationship.contents above 0.25 m3 m�3. The permittivity values

measured rose above the calibration of Topp et al. Interpretation of Waveforms in Layered Media
(1980). This behavior is in agreement with the descrip-

An important phenomenon encountered in many nat-tion of measurement in dispersive media. For the case
ural porous media such as soils and sediments is theof dispersive clayey soils we can expect the reverse be-
presence of sharp wetting and drying fronts of con-havior of the propanol–water mixtures presented in
trasting zones of wet and dry layers, which have corre-Fig. 12. The increasing real permittivity observed for
sponding contrasting permittivity values. Because TDRbentonite in Fig. 13 was also observed to increase as
rods are often placed vertically downward, these layersthe water content increased (data not shown). Thus, at
are likely to be bisected. The impact this has on thehigher water contents more dispersion occurs, with
waveform is presented in Fig. 14. Both waveforms werewhich we would expect lower frequencies (500 MHz).
obtained with 50% water and 50% air; however, oneWith lower frequencies at higher water contents, we’d
has water over air and the other air over water. What isexpect to see an increase in permittivity, which is what
apparent from these waveforms is that they have differ-has been observed in the data of Dirksen and Dasberg
ent shapes depending on whether air (low permittivity)(1993) for bentonite. An important point to make is
or water (high permittivity) comes first, but the travelthat not all clay soils will be dispersive. It is likely that time is still the same.the soils used in Topp’s original work (Topp et al., 1980) The issue of TDR measurements across a wetting orwere nondispersive, hence their optimistic suggestion drying front was examined in a number of articles (Toppof a universal calibration for soils. et al., 1982a; Nadler et al., 1991; Dasberg and Hopmans,These findings raise the issue of what is an appropriate 1992; Feng et al., 1999; Timlin and Pachepsky, 2002).

permittivity measurement in a dispersive soil. Measure- Topp et al. (1982a) produced a two-layer model based
ment frequency in dispersive soils will change as a func- on summing the travel times of the TDR signal in the
tion of water content, as will the real part of the per- layers.
mittivity. The use of permittivity determined by travel

ttot � t1 � t2
time analysis may not be the most appropriate value.
It is preferable to have a value for a fixed frequency, pref-
erably above the frequencies where relaxation strongly
affects the real part of the permittivity. Some workers
have suggested the use of alternative methods of inter-
preting waveforms for dispersive media. Huisman et al.

[15]
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Fig. 16. Refractive index and arithmetic averaging of permittivity for
layers of Plexiglas and water. As the wavelength/layer thicknessFig. 15. Measurements from Chan and Knight (2001) for the change
ratio increases above 4, the averaging moves from refractive indexin velocity averaging. As the wavelength/layer thickness ratio in-
to arithmetic, as indicated by the arrow (Schaap et al., 2003).creases above 4, the permittivity averaging changes from refractive

index to arithmetic.
Schaap et al. (2003) proposed that it was more appro-
priate to plot the normalized velocity as a function of√Ka �

cttot

Ltot

�
L1√K1 � L2√K2

Ltot

[16] layer thickness. Measurements made with alternating
disks of water (78.5) and Plexiglas (3.5) are presented

A similar experiment considering the two soil layers as in Fig. 16. They demonstrate the two averaging regimes
two separate sections of a transmission line allowed Feng for TDR measurements in layered media, refractive in-
et al. (1999) to model the TDR waveforms of layered dex (Eq. [19]) and arithmetic (Eq. [20]). The arrow
systems with realistic results. points in the direction of increasing wavelength/thick-

Chan and Knight (1999, 2001) demonstrated that av- ness ratio.
eraging of the propagation velocity through a layered
media changes depending on the ratio wavelength/layer √Ka � ��

�s
�√Kwater � �1 �

�

�s
�√KPlexiglas [19]

thickness (Fig. 15). In terms of permittivity, the averag-
ing changes from refractive index averaging, which they
term ray theory, to arithmetic averaging, termed effec- Ka � ��

�s
�Kwater � �1 �

�

�s
�KPlexiglas [20]

tive medium theory, with the transition zone occurring
at a wavelength to layer thickness ratio of about 4. In these equations, � is the fractional water length (volu-
This value corresponds to the layers being one-quarter metric water content) and Kwater and KPlexiglas denote the
wavelength thick. When the layers are becoming thin, permittivity of the water and Plexiglas, respectively.
and effectively invisible to the traveling wave, the situa- The potential of waveform simulation was suggested
tion is similar to that of making the Ka the arithmetic in the above discussion concerning dispersive media.
mean of the fractions of solid and water. This is analo- Again it offers great potential for understanding the
gous to the case when the electric field is parallel to the response in layered materials (Feng et al., 1999). Timlin
layering of an anisotropic medium made of infinitely and Pachepsky (2002) showed how fitting simulated
thin disk-shaped particles (Jones and Friedman, 2000) waveforms to the measured waveforms with vertical

probes could be used to obtain infiltration rates for the
soil. Simulated and measured waveforms from Schaap
et al. (2003) for the data shown in Fig. 16 are presented√Ka �

L1√K1 � L2√K2

Ltot

�

L � 4→ Ka �
L1K1 � L2K1

Ltot

[17]
in Fig. 17. In the simulated waveforms the probe head
was omitted from the modeling, as it was unnecessary
for the qualitative comparison. Information obtainedChan and Knight (2001) demonstrated this with TDR
from this approach allowed Schaap et al. (2003) to dem-measurements in layers of dry coarse sand and fine
onstrate the frequency dependence of the permittivitywet sand, presented in terms of normalized velocity

(vnormalized) in Fig. 15: averaging of the layering in their paper. They observed
that at the lower frequencies (100 MHz) all layers

vnormalized �
vEMT � vmeasured

vEMT � vray

[18] studied needed to be averaged using the arithmetic aver-
aging. At higher frequencies thin layers remained in the
arithmetic-averaging regime, while thicker layers wereIn the figure the wavelength divided by layer thickness

is presented. However, in light of the discussion about averaged according to the refractive index averaging
regime. The refractive index averaging regime will beeffective frequency and the difficulty of assigning an ef-

fective frequency or wavelength to TDR measurements, appropriate for most soils and TDR probe lengths. An
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Fig. 17. Modeled and measured waveforms for layers of Plexiglas and water. (A) Modeled waveforms for homogeneous dielectric. (B) Modeled
waveforms for layered dielectrics. (C) Measured waveforms for layered dielectrics corresponding to those modeled in Fig. 17B. (From Schaap
et al., 2003).

experiment using coarse sand was used to test this. Seven
hundred–micrometer quartz sand was wetted from the
base of a 0.18-m-tall cell with a 0.15-m-long parallel
plate probe in it. The data presented in Fig. 18, measured
with the TDR, confirm that refractive index averaging
is appropriate.

TDR Waveform Theory and Modeling
The above discussion indicates the potential of both

simulating waveforms and conducting inverse analysis
on waveforms to obtain greater information content.
Transitioning between time and frequency domains is of
interest for extending the information content extracted
from TDR measurements. Waveforms obtained for travel
time analyses rely on proper identification of markers
for accurate permittivity determination and subsequent
water content estimation. Early efforts to streamline this
process were aimed at automating waveform analysis
techniques (Baker and Allmaras, 1990; Heimovaara and

Fig. 18. Measurements of the permittivity of coarse grained (700 �m)Bouten, 1990). In recent years, advanced means of ana- monosized quartz sand. The data and modeling suggest that for
lyzing waveforms have been developed that extend the these measurements the averaging remains in the refractive in-

dex regime.information content beyond conventional travel-time
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analysis illustrated in Fig. 30. Information on the com-
plex dielectric permittivity is embedded within the
waveform captured in the time domain and may be
extracted in the frequency domain using Fourier analy-
sis. Inverse Fourier analysis may be used to fit fre-
quency-dependent model parameters to waveforms in
the time domain. In the time domain, the input signal,
vo(t), describes the cable tester, cable, and probe head,
and the response function, r(t), describes the entire sys-
tem, including the sample being measured. These are
obtained from TDR waveforms measured in air and in
the sample material. The measurement in air may have
the central conductor pin removed from the coaxial
sample holder, or the input function may be modeled.
The system response, s(t), contains information on the
sample’s dielectric permittivity, where r(t) is described Fig. 19. (a) TDR waveform in water. (b) The corresponding scatter
by the following convolution integral (van Gemert, function for water measured using TDR and modeled using the

Cole–Cole (1941) relation.1973):

results are described by a number of authors (Heimo-
r(t) � 


t

�∞
v0(t � �)s(t)d� [21] vaara, 1994; Friel and Or, 1999; Weerts et al., 2001).

Time Domain Analysiswhere � is the variable of integration and s(t) describes
how an input signal will be modified by the sample. The A multisection approach may be used to reconstruct
discrete fast Fourier transform of both vo(t) and r(t) waveforms in the time domain (Yanuka et al., 1988;
reduce the unsolvable convolution theorem integral to Feng et al., 1999; Heimovaara, 2001; Robinson et al.,
a simple algebraic expression describing the scatter or 2003; Schaap et al., 2003). Variations of this approach

attempt to describe the cable–head–sample system usingsystem function, S11( f), in terms of the frequency-depen-
a multisection scatter function, which may again be linkeddent response, R( f), and input, V0( f), functions, given
to the complex dielectric permittivity of the soil. Fengby Lathi (1992) as
et al. (1999) demonstrated the usefulness of this multi-
section approach for extracting information from multi-S11( f) �

R( f)
Vo( f)

[22]
layered soils oriented perpendicular to the propagating
electrical signal. Heimovaara (2001) demonstrated the

Alternative transmission line modeling approaches have potential for extracting information on signal dispersion
been demonstrated which describe the waveform using and subsequently on the soil properties from inverse
a wave propagation model, accounting for multiple re- analysis. Greater information content is possible using
flections of the segmented system (e.g., cable, head, and optimization techniques coupled with dielectric mixing
probe), and described in terms of input impedance (Lin, model parameters describing the frequency-dependent
2003a, 2003b; Feng et al., 1999). The determination of character of soil constituents (Heimovaara et al., 1996;
sample properties is (i.e., ε, �dc, frel) generally performed Friel and Or, 1999; Lin, 2003a). Using inverse analysis
by fitting model parameters to the discrete measured of 2000 simulated TDR waveforms, Weerts et al. (2001)

examined Debye model parameter sensitivity and deter-waveform. This fitting may take place in the time do-
mined correlations between model parameters andmain, or after Fourier transform, the fitting may take
waveform characteristics. They found bulk EC to haveplace in the frequency domain. The theoretical basis of
the strongest influence on the waveform character. Bothmany of these approaches relies on a coaxial probe ge-
high-frequency and static permittivity parameters hadometry, which is only approximated by multirod probe
a significant influence in waveform modeling, but eachdesigns. Data presented in both domains are illustrated
were capable of fitting waveforms under three possiblein Fig. 19, where the discrete data from the waveform,
scenarios dependent on the relaxation frequency selec-Vi, measured in the time domain are presented in Fig.
tion. The three scenarios show the dispersion curve19a. The reflection coefficient is determined from the
within the TDR frequency bandwidth being (i) cut off bymeasured waveform voltages, described as the low frequency limit, (ii) cut off by the high frequency
limit, or (iii) completely contained within the frequency

� �
Vi � Vo

Vo � Vref

[23] bandwidth of the waveform data. Further refinement
of these techniques should improve the information con-
tent and reliability of analysis for studying relaxationwhere Vo is the voltage in the cable before entering the
phenomena and complex permittivity determination.probe and Vref is the voltage in the cable tester (i.e., at

�0.6 m in the Tektronix 1502), sometimes assumed to
Frequency Domain Analysisbe zero. These were transformed to frequency-dependent

discrete data points making up the scatter function shown The frequency content of the measured TDR wave-
form extends from about 20 kHz to roughly 1.5 GHzin Fig. 19b. Waveform transformation procedures and
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(Heimovaara, 1994; Fig. 7). The quality of the measure- (Dalton et al., 1984; Topp et al., 1988; Dalton, 1992;
Nadler et al., 1991; Heimovaara and de Water, 1993;ment equipment, the permittivity of the dielectric and

its lossy nature, as well as probe geometry, may influ- Mojid et al., 1997). This section examines the principal
way of measuring the EC from TDR waveforms and anence this range. Frequency-dependent information may

be determined by fitting an appropriate model to the alternative broadband conductivity method.
transformed scatter function in the frequency domain.
One such model describes the multiple reflections of The Method of Giese and Tiemann
an open-ended coaxial transmission line, which can be

Giese and Tiemann (1975) are credited with the firstmodeled according to the scatter function given by
determination of sample resistance using TDR wave-Clarkson et al. (1977) as
forms. This is equivalent to measuring the low-fre-
quency resistance across the sample between the probeS11( f ) �

� � e�2�L

1 � �e�2�L
[24]

rods and has been used by Nadler et al. (1991). Heimo-
vaara (1993) also used the reflection coefficient at infi-in which L (m) is the probe length and where � is the
nite time (�∞) as a method of calculating the samplereflection coefficient described as
resistance, incorporating it into software for TDR wave-
form analysis (Heimovaara and de Water, 1993) where� �

1 � z√ε*r ( f )

1 � z√ε*r ( f )
[25]

Vo and Vmax (i.e., Vi in Eq. [23]) are illustrated in Fig. 20.
The resistance across the rods is then calculated ac-

in which z � zc /zp is the impedance ratio of the cable, cording to
zc, and probe, zp, and where � is the transverse electro-
magnetic mode propagation constant written as

Rtot � Zc
1 � �∞

1 � �∞
[28]

� �
j2�f√ε*r ( f )

c
[26]

where Rtot is the total resistance (�) of the transmission
line, Zc is the cable tester impedance (50 �), and �∞ isHeimovaara (1994) and Friel and Or (1999) adopted a
the reflection coefficient at infinite time on the wave-modified form of the Debye (1929) model by Cole and
form, or at a point where the reflection level has stabi-Cole (1941) to fit ε*( f ) to scatter function data, using
lized to a maximum value. The Tektronix TDR has aparameters describing the static and high-frequency di-
useful feature in which the resistance (�) value at anyelectric permittivity, relaxation frequency, and EC of
given apparent distance along the transmission line candifferent liquids:
be read directly at the location of the cursor. Friedman
and Jones (2001) used this feature to characterize quali-ε*r ( f ) � ε∞ � � εs,cc � ε∞

1 � �j( f /frel)�1�
cc
� �

j�dc

2�fεo

[27]
tatively the dependence of the electrical conductivity’s
anisotropic factor on distance in the time domain, whichwhere, ε∞ is the high-frequency limit of the real permit-
relates to frequency.tivity, εs,cc is the static value of the real permittivity, f is

Heimovaara and deWater (1993) further proposedthe measurement frequency (Hz), frel is the mean relax-
that the total resistance was made up of two compo-ation frequency, 
cc is a parameter accounting for a
nents, that of the cable (Rc) and that of the sample (Rs):spread in relaxation frequency, �dc is the solution electri-

cal conductivity (S m�1), and j is the imaginary number Rt � Rs � Rc [29]
√�1. Lin (2003b) built on this approach and modeled

However, more recently Castiglione and Shouse (2003)the frequency-dependent dielectric permittivity of soil
demonstrated that this intuitive relationship is inexact.constituents (i.e., solid, air, water, and bound water)
They presented a new procedure to calculate the sampleusing the Debye (1929) model. These dielectric compo-
resistance (Rs), independent of contributions from cablenents were incorporated into the dielectric mixing model
and fittings, that requires the waveform to be scaledof Dobson et al. (1985) and fitted in the frequency do-
according to the reflection coefficient for an open circuitmain. Information lost due to attenuation under lossy
(�open) in air and for a shorted circuit (�short):conditions is less detrimental for a frequency domain

analysis than the second reflection determination in a
time domain analysis. Jones and Or (2001) coupled fre- �scaled � 2

�sample � �open

�open � �short

� 1 [30]
quency domain analysis with the use of short (0.02–
0.06 m) TDR probes to extend the TDR measurement The value of �scaled is now used in Eq. [28] in place of �∞
range in saline soils. Permittivity determination was in- to determine the sample resistance. Making good re-
creased to bulk EC levels eight times greater than real- peatable measurements for the open and short are diffi-
ized using conventional time domain analysis with a cult using conventional TDR probes, and specialized
0.15-m probe. calibration kits have been used for precision work in

this regard (Feldman et al., 1996; Huisman et al., 2002).Electrical Conductivity Measurement The bulk EC for a given temperature depends on theUsing TDR cell constant, or geometric factor (g) of the probe con-
ductors (discussed in more detail in the following sec-One of the great strengths of TDR is that it can be

used to measure bulk EC in addition to permittivity tion), and is
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Fig. 20. TDR waveforms from deionized water and from a KCl solution. The various voltages used to obtain the reflection coefficient are illustrated.

design while minimizing the effects of EC across the
�dc (S m�1) �

1
Rs (�) g (m)

[31] rods. These factors are not complementary, and some
compromises must be made in design. For instance,

In most circumstances, when Rc  Rs, Eq. [29] is ade- spacing rods further apart increases the ease with which
quate for measurements of EC in soils. they can be inserted into the soil and increases the

magnitude of the resistance measured across the rods.
The Broad-Band Conductivity Method of Topp, However, it leads to more energy storage closer to the
Yanuka, Zebchuk, and Zegelin surface of the rods, where, due to compaction effects,

the soil might be less representative than undisturbedThe method described above allows one to obtain a
measurement of the low-frequency EC. However, con- soil (Rothe et al., 1997).
ductive losses occur at a range of frequencies. Thus, The previous section suggested the importance of
Topp et al. (1988) proposed an alternative method of knowing the probe cell constant for determining bulk
estimating what is best described as a broad-band con- EC. The following discussion examines approximate
ductivity term. According to Topp et al. (1988) and ways of evaluating this cell constant and then goes on
Topp et al. (2000) the conductivity term (�Topp) provides to examine probe sampling volume, using software to
an estimate of the combined effects of both the dc con- picture the two-dimensional weighting for the sampling
ductivity (�dc) and the imaginary permittivity (ε″r ) due volume around probe rods.
to relaxation losses. Bulk soil EC causes attenuation of the waveform.

This has a twofold impact that limits the range in which�Topp � �εoε″r � �dc [32]
permittivity can be measured and water content esti-Topp et al.’s (1988) expression was given in terms of mated. Some of these effects were discussed by Daltonvoltages in Nadler et al. (1991) as
and van Genuchten (1986). They presented an interest-
ing diagram (Fig. 7 of Dalton and van Genuchten, 1986)

�Topp �
√ε�r

120�l
ln�V1(2V0 � V1)

V0(V2 � V1)
� [33] comparing maximum waveguide length as a function of

both water content and electrolyte conductivity. In the
with l as the physical length of the probe (m). The voltages case of their 0.20-m, 3.2-mm-thick rods, spaced 0.05 m
with reference to the waveform are illustrated in Fig. 20. apart, they found that at water contents of 0.4 m3 m�3

One can see that for deionized water the signal is hori- and a solution conductivity of 4 dS m�1 the maximumzontal; however, the equivalent signal for KCl slopes
length of probe was about 0.3 m, and at 6 dS m�1 aboutdown to V1. This divergence of the signal from the hori-
0.2 m. We found similar results using a TRASE (Soilzontal is considered to be caused by attenuation of the
Moisture Equipment Corp., Santa Barbara, CA) TDRsignal as it propagates along the length of the probe.
(Skaling, 1992) with 6-mm rods spaced 0.05 m apart.As the attenuation depends on both the EC of the mate-
Permittivity measurement was limited to bulk EC valuesrial and its dielectric relaxation properties, this broad-
of less than about 2 dS m�1 with 0.2-m rods, and aboutband conductivity term may capture effects of both di-
3 dS m�1 using 0.15-m rods. Another effect of increasedelectric losses and conductivity for the TDR frequency
conductivity is that power is reduced at all frequenciesbandwidth. Interpretation of the waveform in this way
(Fig. 7).is interesting but should not be considered equivalent

The impact of EC on the TDR measurement dependsto measurements with low-frequency techniques such as
on the geometry of the probe, specifically its cell con-a bridge or four-probe instruments.
stant. More attenuation occurs with long probes with
closely spaced rods. The cell constant is essentially thePROBE DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION,
geometric factor g (m) for which values can be approxi-AND CALIBRATION
mated for basic geometries of length l, which are based

TDR Probe Design on configurations such as infinite parallel plates, two in-
finite parallel rods, and an infinite coaxial line (Kraus,The aims of optimal probe design are to obtain a rep-

resentative sampling volume with a robust, practical 1984).
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Knight (1992) that the energy density distribution was
g �

lh
s considered, which effectively relates to the sampling vol-

Infinite parallel plates (m) [34]

ume in an isotropic homogeneous dielectric media. Knight

[35]

presented approximate analytical solutions for two-rod
(Knight, 1992) and multirod (Knight, 1994) probes. The
approach approximates the weighting of the sampling
volume energy density distribution, resulting from the

g �
12.1l

ln�s
d

� ��s
d�

2
� 1�

Two rods (m)

solution to the two-dimensional electrostatic problem

[36]

in the plane perpendicular to the rods. Partial experi-
mental confirmation of these results in soils was pre-
sented by Petersen et al. (1995).

The electrostatic potential (�) surrounding TDR rods

g �
2�l

ln�bd�
Coaxial line (m)

in the general case, where the effective permittivity (εeff)
varies with position, satisfiesThe greatest error between calculated geometric factors

and measured cell constants occurs with parallel plates, �(εeff��) � 0 [37]
as the edge effect is substantial when finite plates are

The spatial weighting of the sampling volume has theconsidered. For infinitely long plates (l → ∞) and for
potential (�) satisfying the Laplace equation (for a het-h/s → ∞ Eq. [34] is exact, and for h/s → 0 Feynman
erogeneous medium this is a first order-approximation;et al. (1964, p. 6–12) suggested an approximation for g,
this is generally assumed for soils):where one takes the area one would get if the plates were

extended artificially by a distance 3/8 of the separation �2� � 0 [38]
between the plates. Equations [34] through [36] also

The electric field intensity is defined asassume no end effects, which of course exist with TDR
probes and are more pronounced using shorter rods E � ��� [39]
(Pettinelli et al., 2002). Thus these estimates should not Once the electric field intensity (E ) has been deter-
be used as geometric factors for measurement; however, mined, the local stored electrical energy per volume is
a useful estimate of g can be obtained. given by

An important consequence of the above analysis
W � εeff(��)2 [40]method is that one can calculate the effect of increasing

or decreasing either rod length or spacing. Decreasing where the first-order approximation to the spatial weight-
the length of rods decreases g, making them less suscep- ing function summed to 1 is
tible to EC interference. However, this also reduces the
travel time of the signal and makes measurement of w(x,y) �

��2
x,y


y 
x
��2

x,y dxdy
[41]

permittivity less accurate. For reasonable field measure-
ment probes between 0.15 and 0.30 m are suggested

Even when the material is assumed to be homogeneousas a compromise between the accuracy of travel time
perpendicular to the probe, solving analytically for wmeasurement and conductive losses, as well as ease of
can only be done for a few simple geometries.insertion into the soil. The effect of spacing is also inter-

Knight et al. (1997) presented the use of numericalesting in that the further apart the rods are the lower
methods to solve the Laplace equation in two dimen-the geometric factor. However, increasing the spacing
sions to model the response of TDR probes. The worktends to bias the permittivity measurement toward areas
considered the role of gaps between the probe conduc-closer to the rod surface where there is also likely to
tor and the soil. The findings suggested that small water-be more soil disturbance. Hence it becomes clear that
filled gaps or partially filled gaps present little problemwhat is beneficial for reducing the effects of EC is detri-
to TDR measurement. However, small air-filled gapsmental for the measurement of water content.
could have a significant impact on the measurement of
the sample relative permittivity. This agreed with earlierThe Sampling Volume of TDR Probes work by Hokett et al. (1992), who looked at air- and

The sampling volume of TDR probes has raised much water-filled gaps between two TDR rods from a practi-
discussion in the literature. Ferre et al. (1998) defined cal point of view. Knight’s findings compared very favor-
sampling volume as the region of porous material con- ably with the analytical solutions presented by Annan
tributing to the TDR measurement; changes in the me- (1977). This approach has also been used to model a va-
dium outside this volume have no significant impact on riety of probe configurations (Ferre et al., 1998, 2000;
the response of the instrument. It is very helpful to Robinson and Friedman, 2000). The numerical approach
visualize the sampling volume to determine what por- offers a powerful tool allowing the modeling of nonuni-
tion of a soil sample is being measured. Baker and Las- form probe geometries. It provides visual patterns of
cano (1989) endeavored to do this by placing a TDR the distribution of the relative electric fields, allowing
probe in a collection of glass tubes filled with either air a better conceptual understanding of the measurement.
or water. Problems with this approach were pointed out It also offers the advantage of being capable of evaluat-
by Knight (1991). Zegelin et al. (1989) examined the ing the weighting functions of heterogeneous media

without the first-order approximation. Software is avail-voltage distribution around the rods, but it wasn’t until
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able that is specifically designed to perform transmission clearly show how the energy storage and sampling vol-
line calculations such as the Arbitrary Transmission Line ume in the yellow material, representing soil, is per-
Calculator, ATLC (available at http://atlc.sourceforge. mittivity dependent. The largest sampling volume in the
net/[verified 5 Sept. 2003]) (Kirkby, 1996). Software yellow material occurs when it has high permittivity.
commonly used in hydrology, such as Hydrus 2D (Simu- The next two diagrams show two rods with a plastic
nek et al., 1994) can also be adapted for the purpose. tube in between. In the first the angle between the rods
The electrical problem and horizontal saturated water is 180� (Maheshwarla et al., 1996), and in the second it
flow problem are mathematically analogous. The hy- is 90� (Redman and DeRyck, 1994). As the permittivity
draulic head is equivalent to the electric potential (volt- of the insulator between the rods increases more of the
age) and the hydraulic gradient is equivalent to the elec- energy is stored in this material and less penetrates
tric field intensity. The energy storage density is then the into the surrounding sample to be measured. The final
electric field intensity squared (Eq. [40]). A finite element diagram considers two parallel plates with a plastic-
code commonly used for this analysis is, SWMS-2D for filled gap in between the plates; this is a similar concept
Simulating Water Flow and Solute Transport in Two Di- to the one used by some profiling TDR probes (Hook
mensional Variably Saturated Media (available at http:// et al., 1992; Sun et al., 2000; Wright et al., 2001).
www.ussl.ars.usda.gov/MODELS/[verified 5 Sept. 2003])
(Simunek et al., 1994).

Comparison of Probe DesignsFigure 21 demonstrates the analytical solution for a
coaxial line, with the relative potential (Fig. 21I, �/�max), Two-Rod vs. Three-Rod Probes
field intensity (Fig. 21II, ��/��max), and energy storage

Two-rod and three-rod probes are most commonly useddensity [Fig. 21III, (��)2/(��)2
max). These are first-order

for routine field work. As a result, many studies haveapproximations for the weighting in the perpendicular
examined the attributes of these probes (Dalton andplane assuming homogeneous permittivity. The analyti-
van Genuchten, 1986; Zegelin et al., 1989; Knight, 1992;cal solutions are
Ferre et al., 1996). Ferre et al. (1998) conducted a theo-
retical study comparing the sampling volume of bal-� � �(ra) �

Q
2�εoεr

ln� r
ra

� [42]
anced two- and three-rod probes in some detail. They
found that given an increase in rod diameter for the
same center spacing a marginal improvement in the�� �

d�

dr
�

Q
2�εoεr

1
r

[43]
uniformity of the distribution of the sensitivity within
the sample area was achieved. In comparison, the three-

(��)2 � �d�

dr �
2

� � Q
2�εoεr

�
2 1

r 2
[44] rod probe had a reduced sample area and more energy

around the central rod. We therefore would suggest that
the two-rod probes are perhaps preferable for fieldwork.where Q is the charge per unit length, ra is the radius

One of the discussions in the literature centers roundof the inner conductor, and r is the radial distance up
the need to use a balun to balance the transmission lineto the outer conductor. The relative field intensity and
signal (Zegelin et al., 1989). On a balanced transmissionenergy storage are illustrated in Fig. 21 using different
line the two conductors carry opposite polarities thatcolors for contrast.
are equal with respect to ground (e.g., �1 V, �1 V). InDiagrams are presented in Fig. 22 for the relative
the case of an unbalanced line the voltages are unequalenergy storage density for a range of TDR probe config-
(e.g., �1 V, 0 V), an example of an unbalanced line isurations, calculated using ATLC (Kirkby, 1996). The cal-
a coaxial cable. Initial studies using TDR tended to useculations assume values of �1 and �1 across the TDR
a balun to balance the line (Topp et al., 1982a, 1982b);rods. The dark areas represent zones of greatest energy
however, Zegelin et al. (1989) suggested that unbalancedstorage. Figures 22a through 22d compare the more com-
probes could be used with little or no loss of precision.monly used TDR probes constructed with rods, whereas
A definite advantage of omitting the balun is that bulkFig. 22e and 22f show cross sections for parallel plate
soil EC can be determined from a TDR waveform.geometries that have been proposed by a number of

Most of the papers presented in the literature that dis-authors (Chudobiak et al., 1979; Robinson and Fried-
cuss probe sampling volume show diagrams for the bal-man, 2000; Inoue et al., 2001).
anced case (Knight et al., 1997; Ferre et al., 1998). InThe literature also contains many novel TDR probe
practical terms Zegelin et al. (1989) found this madedesigns, the sample areas of which have been examined
little difference to measurements. More recently thisin several ways (Ferre et al., 1998, 2001). Figure 23 dem-
issue has been raised again by Mojid and Cho (2002)onstrates some of these simple designs and the energy
who suggested that travel time and hence permittivitydistribution around them. The plastic bodies, with a per-
measurement differ depending on which rod is con-mittivity of 3.3, are represented by the brown color.
nected to the core. In experiments presented by NissenThe yellow represents a homogeneous medium with a
et al. (2003) and in measurements of our own, we foundpermittivity of 10. The upper figure represents a probe
no difference in travel time. However, the energy con-that can be placed on the surface of a soil. It is similar
tent of the signal does change. Figure 24 presents wave-in concept to designs presented in Hook et al. (1992)
forms collected with a Tektronix cable tester using aand Selker et al. (1993), both of whom presented probes

to be placed on the surface of a material. The diagrams 0.5-m-long two-rod probe. The head of the probe was
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Fig. 21. Electrical fields in a coaxial cell. Panels I, II, and III show the progression from the relative electrical potential through the relative
electrical field intensity to the relative electrical energy storage density, respectively. The graphs correspond to the marked cross section.

designed so that the probe head could be reversed with- that the results presented by Mojid and Cho (2002)
out changing the location of the probe rods. The wave- either resulted from to the use of shorter probes or were
forms in air and water lie on top of each other regardless affected by having to disturb the rods during the mea-
of which way around the probe head is connected to the surements.
probe rods. However, when one rod is half submerged in
water and half in air, the amplitudes of the waveforms Comparison between Probes Using Plates or Rods
differ, depending on which rod is connected to the core

One of the main aims of TDR probe design is to tryof the coaxial cable. When the rod connected to the
to obtain a relatively uniform energy distribution in thecore is in the water the waveform is lower in magnitude
sampling volume. Achieving this aim reduces the bias ofthan the other way around. This indicates that more
the measurement for areas close to the surface of theenergy is contained in the water when the core is con-
rods where disturbance of the porous medium will benected to this submerged rod. Since these results indi-

cate that there was no difference in travel time, it is likely maximal. Figure 25 compares the relative energy storage
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et al., 1982b; Topp and Davis, 1985a, 1985b; Cassel et al.,
1994). One of the principal concerns is how to correctly
install the probes and cause the least amount of dis-
turbance to the soil. The 12.7-mm-diam. rods used in
Topp and Davis (1985b) were pushed into 9.6-mm pilot
holes. However, they state in the same paper that they
found no pilot holes were necessary when using 6- or
3-mm-diam. rods. More recently a comprehensive study
was made for the installation of the TRIME (IMKO
GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany; IMKO, 1996) TDR probes.
These differ slightly from more conventional probes as
they have a PVC coating around them, although the
authors claim the results are comparable with conven-
tional probes. In their work they compared installation
by pushing the rods into the soil and by inserting the
rods into pre drilled pilot holes. Their probes had 3.5-
mm-thick rods and 8.0-mm-thick rods. The 8.0-mm-thickFig. 22. Relative electric field intensity and energy storage density
probes that were pushed into the soil created substantialcross-sections for a variety of TDR probe designs. Configurations

include (a) two rods, (b) three rods, (c) three rods with the center compaction, which resulted in a 10% underestimation of
rod twice the diameter of the outer rods, (d) five rods, (e) parallel the water content. In their conclusions they recommend
plates, and (f) parallel plates with the right-hand plate twice the

predrilling holes for rods with diameters larger thanlength of the left-hand plate.
6 mm. One of the concerns about using pre-drilled holes

density between two balanced parallel rods and two is ensuring that these holes are not too long. Gregory
balanced parallel plates. The diagrams illustrate that et al. (1995) presented a study examining the errors
more of the energy is closer to the conductor using rods associated with having a space at the tip of a vertically
than using plates. Chudobiak et al. (1979) first suggested inserted probe. Some of their results are presented in
the use of TDR probes with a plate geometry. More Table 1 and demonstrate more substantial underestima-
recently plates acting as blades have been proposed for tion of water content with shorter probes. The error
both static (Robinson and Friedman 2000) and mobile appeared constant with a gap of about 10 mm or larger.
(Inoue et al., 2001) TDR measurements. Robinson and A further issue concerning installation is the choice of
Friedman (2000) conducted a comparison of four differ- vertical or horizontal placement in the soil. Sometimes
ent probe geometries, comparing plates vs. rods with horizontal placement is preferred for obtaining better
two- and three-conductor geometries. These included depth resolution. Practical experiments conducted by
two parallel rods, three parallel rods, two parallel plates Nadler et al. (2002) appear to confirm that averaged
and three parallel plates. The three rods were con- water content values from horizontally installed probes
structed from 4-mm-diam. stainless steel, 0.15 m long, and vertically installed probes showed little deviation. A
with a center spacing of 24 mm between outer and inner pragmatic solution to obtaining better depth resolution
conductors. The plates were made from 2-mm-thick stain- from vertically installed probes is to use a profiling probe
less steel, 20 mm high and 0.15 m long, with centers (Hook et al., 1992; Sun et al. 2000). A combination of
spaced 22 mm apart. Two replicates of each probe were modeling and measurements presented by Timlin and
installed horizontally at a depth of 0.1 m in a loamy sand Pachepsky (2002) showed that a vertically installed probe
experimental plot. They were installed in wet soil that could be used to accurately follow infiltration into the
was then dried, rewetted, and dried again. A subsequent soil. They used a waveform simulation model fitted to
rewetting by flooding followed by drying was per- the measured waveforms to calculate the depth of water
formed, and measurements of permittivity were simulta- infiltrated. The choice of vertical or horizontal installa-
neously made for all probes. Results suggested that at tion therefore comes down to the accuracy of depth res-
least one wetting and drying cycle was required for the olution required vs. how much soil disturbance can be
probes to settle in the ground. The estimated water tolerated by digging a horizontal trench. Under some
content, using Topp’s universal equation (Eq. [46]), for circumstances it may be beneficial to install probes at
the set of measurements is presented in Fig. 26. The 45� to minimize disturbance from digging a trench while
narrower spread of the estimated water contents among still allowing measurements down the soil profile.
the four types of probe clearly demonstrates improved
measurement precision using plates instead of rods.

Construction of TDR ProbesHowever, the plates can be more difficult to install and
they are only suitable for nonsaline soils with low bulk Time domain reflectometry probes may be constructed
EC due to a high geometric factor causing rapid wave- in-house or purchased from commercial vendors. Ad-
form attenuation. vantages of fabricating probes include lower cost and

the ability to customize probe design and dimensions.Installation of Probes for Field Work A primary advantage of commercial probes is conve-
nience, particularly for those lacking facilities or materi-The installation of TDR equipment in the field has

received considerable attention in the literature (Topp als required for routine probe fabrication. However,
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Fig. 23. Four alternative probe designs. The red represents the positive rod and the blue the negative. Upper panels show the change in sampling
volume as a function of permittivity. The brown areas represent a permittivity of 3.3 for PVC, and the yellow areas represent a permittivity
of 10, common for unsaturated soils.

homemade probes allow for designs to match specific measurements. Since then a number of others have de-
veloped probes combining these measurements (Nobo-applications. Baker and Goodrich, (1987) presented a

design for combined TDR and thermal conductivity rio et al., 1996; Ren et al., 1999; Ochsner et al., 2001).
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Fig. 24. Waveforms collected from a two-rod parallel probe with both rods in air, both rods in water, and then one rod in air and one rod in
water. One rod was connected to the inner conductor of a coaxial cable and the other to the outer sheath; this was then reversed. In air and
water this made no difference. However, the waveform magnitude is affected depending on which rod is connected to the inner conductor
of the coaxial cable and the dielectric that rod is in. The travel time remains unaffected.

Or and Wraith (1999a) used a TDR probe as the basis (1996) proposed a combined TDR and penetrometer
as an instrument for exploring this relationship (Youngof a matric potential sensor using porous disks with

differing pore sizes placed along the probe. Other work- et al., 2000). An alternative design was presented in Vaz
and Hopmans (2001), with results in Vaz et al. (2001).ers have presented contrasting designs for simultaneous

water content and potential measurement using the At times it is not easy or desirable to insert long probes
into a material. The use of short probes does compro-same probe (Baumgartner et al., 1994; Noborio et al.,

1999; Vaz et al., 2002). The relationship between soil mise the travel time for the signal; however, Persson
and Wraith (2002) proposed a shaft-mounted sensor.strength and water content is complex, and Topp et al.
This has the equivalent of a 0.2-m probe wrapped around
a 30- to 40-mm-long shaft. Noninvasive probes have also
been suggested as a way to overcome the problem of
insertion, such as the profiling probe proposed by Ferre
et al. (1998, 2003) for use in two parallel access tubes.
Selker et al. (1993) proposed a noninvasive TDR probe
design, with similar designs having been proposed for
column studies (Nissen et al., 1999). Heavy-duty probes

Fig. 25. The relative energy storage distribution (��2) cross sections Fig. 26. A comparison of water content measured during a field drain-
age experiment using probes constructed from plates (upper dia-from between (a) parallel plates and (b) twin rods. The graphs

indicate that there is a more even distribution of energy in the gram) and probes constructed from rods (lower diagram). (From
Robinson and Friedman, 2000.)sample between plates than between rods.
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Table 1. Data from Gregory et al. (1995) showing the effect of to cast the probe heads where the coaxial cable attaches
a cavity under the probe tip. The negative sign indicating water to the rods. We use machined polypropylene molds in acontent underestimation compared with good probe tip soil

wooden jig in which the epoxy resin is cast. Holes match-contact.
ing the rod diameter and spaced appropriately (Knight,

Cavity length 1992) are drilled through the base of the jig, with adja-
Probe length 5 10 15 20 cent probe heads separated. Shrinkage of the epoxy

in polypropylene molds facilitates release of the probem mm
0.1 �0.004 �0.011 �0.012 �0.011 head. In other mold materials, petroleum jelly may be
0.2 �0.010 �0.014 �0.012 �0.016 used to cover the inside surfaces, so the epoxy will re-
0.3 �0.005 �0.011 �0.010 �0.010

lease from the mold. Rods are placed through the drilled
holes, and coaxial cable signal (central conductor) andare often required for field use where repeated insertion
ground (outer sheath) are soldered to the rod ends. Sil-is required (Long et al., 2002).
ver solder and an appropriate flux should be used forSome proprietary waveform analysis software algo-
stainless-steel rods. For unbalanced two-rod probes, therithms require an impedance mismatch or an alternative
signal is attached to one rod, and grounded to the other.electrical marker to signal the start point for travel time
An impedance matching transformer (balun) may beanalysis, and these probe designs may be somewhat more
used (Spaans and Baker, 1993) if a balanced signal isdifficult to fabricate. Materials for conventional probe
required, but as discussed above, this is not essential.designs include a suitable coaxial cable (generally 50-�
For coaxial emulation probe designs with three or moreRG-58A/U or RG-8A/U), BNC plug connector to match
rods, the signal is attached to the center rod, and thethe coaxial cable, rods or plates to form the probe trans-
shield split to the outer rods. After the rods are affixedmission line, and epoxy or other casting material to form
to the cable, they may be pulled down into the channelthe probe head. A 75-� coaxial cable, which is easily
so that about 10 to 15 mm of the rod ends will be coveredavailable because of its use with television antennas, also
in epoxy, with another 5 mm or so above the rod endsworks well for water content measurement, but it can
to secure the coaxial cable and junctions. Rods may becomplicate measurement of EC. Cables can often be
cut to exact length before fabrication, or to approximatefitted with either BNC connectors or the slightly more
length and then trimmed after the probes are formed.expensive N-type connectors. The difference is the fre-
Epoxy may be poured into the headspace. Care shouldquency limit. For BNC this is about 1 GHz, and for N
be taken not to cover rod ends with lubricant, as thistype it is about 10 GHz. As a high-frequency signal
would preclude effective bonding of rods to the epoxytravels at the surface of a metal, gold-plated connectors
head material. We use a marine epoxy resin (epoxygive optimal performance, but the improvement in per-
resin and hardener, System Three Resins, Inc., Seattle,formance rarely justifies the cost. Stainless-steel welding
WA). Several analogous products are available, but noterod works well for probe construction. The particular
that the material selected must be impervious to water.alloy makes little practical difference. We have found
In cases of extreme temperature changes, expansion316L works well.
or contraction of the dissimilar materials (i.e., rod andThere are many potential ways to build serviceable
epoxy) may allow water to enter or the probe head mayTDR probes. We will briefly describe a method that
crack. After allowing the resin to cure, the probes arehas worked well for us for several years. Coaxial cable
removed from the jig. The head may be abraded tomay be purchased in quantity on rolls or spools and cut
smooth any rough edges, and rods may be cleaned withto desired length. Insulation at the probe end is stripped
a scraper and/or solvent if required (being careful notback 10 mm or more to access the signal and shield wires
to weaken the epoxy head). We shape the ends of ourand to provide sufficient length to accommodate the
rods to a pointed cone using a grinder to facilitate inser-desired rod spacing. A jig (Fig. 27) or form is required
tion. This may be done before or after probe fabrication,
but is more easily accomplished initially (if rods are cut
to exact length). The final step is to affix the BNC
connector to the opposite end of the coaxial cable. Sev-
eral types of BNC connector are available, in terms of
the manner in which they attach to the cable, including
crimp, twist, and solder. We find the latter to be substan-
tially superior in terms of physical and electrical in-
tegrity.

Commercially Available Probes
Time domain reflectometry probes in a variety of con-

figurations may be purchased from several vendors, in-
cluding Campbell Scientific, Inc. (Logan, UT); Dyna-
max, Inc. (Houston, TX); ESI Environmental Sensors,
Inc. (Victoria, BC, Canada); Soil Moisture Equipment

Fig. 27. Time domain reflectometry probe construction jig. Corp. (Santa Barbara, CA), TRIME (Ettlingen, Ger-
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Table 2. Comparison of different TDR devices and features.

Soil Moisture Environmental Campbell Soil Moisture
Tektronix Easy Test Mini Trase† Sensors Inc. Scientific Trase System I† Mesa Systems

TDR features 1502(B,C)† FOM/mts† 6050X3 MP-917† TDR100† 6050X1 TRIME FM2†

Transmitted signal rise time, ps 200 200 125–155 �200 170 125–155 300
Output pulse amplitude, V 0.30 2 1.6 0.3 0.25 1.6
Weight, kg 6.5 3.8 3.4 5 0.7 12 0.9
Size, cm 44 � 32 � 13 26 � 18 � 13 23 � 20 � 13 27 � 25 � 17 21 � 11 � 6 28 � 42 � 23 18 � 8 � 6
Cost ($, minimal to use)‡ 11 695 4707 6895 5350 3650§ 9550 4370
Probe compatibility Generic Proprietary Generic Proprietary or Generic Generic Proprietary

generic
Display options LCD, PC LCD, PC PDA, PC LCD, PC PC, DL§ LCD, PC LCD, PC
ε–� calibration None Fixed User defined Fixed User defined User defined User defined
Device output‡ WF EC, �, T WF, ε, � WF, � WF, EC, ε, � WF, ε, � WC
Waveform size, pixels 251 1200 255 100–2048 1200
Storage options‡ PC, DL PC PC, DL, PC, DL, IS PC, DL PC, DL PC

PDA, IS
Electrical conductivity Manual Yes No No Yes No No
Cable connection type BNC BNC BNC BNC BNC BNC Proprietary
Reported accuracy, %FSO¶ �1 �2 �2 �1 �1 �2 �1
Power supply‡ AC, battery AC, battery AC, battery AC, battery Battery Battery Battery
Analysis software TDRANA, Proprietary WinTrase, View-Point PCTDR, WinTrase IMP232 Micronet

WINTDR, TraseTerm WINTDR
TACQ

† Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR, www.tektronix.com; Easy Test Ltd., Lublin, Poland, www.easytest.lublin.pl; Soilmoisture Equipment Corp., Goleta, CA,
www.soilmoisture.com; Enviro Sensors, Victoria, BC, Canada, www.esica.com; Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan, UT, www.campbellsci.com; Mesa Systems
Co., Medfield, MA, www.mesasystemsco.com.

‡ Prices verified July 2003.
§ The TDR100 is designed for use with a datalogger (price not included) but can function manually using PCTDR software. Interface using WINTDR

software may be available in 2004.
‡ WF � waveform, � � water content, ε � permittivity, EC � electrical conductivity, T � temperature, DL � datalogger, PDA � personal digital

assistant, IS � internal storage, AC or DC � power option.
¶ %FSO is percentage of full-scale output.

many), and others. Note that some of these probes may tinct reflections, from which the travel time can be accu-
rately measured. As a comparison two alcohols are pre-be specific to commercial or proprietary TDR measure-

ment systems; see Table 2. Cost varies widely, depending sented in Fig. 29—ethanol with less relaxation has a
more distinct end reflection than octanol, which is moreon the particular system and probe.
rounded due to strong relaxation in this frequency band-
width (see also the propanol–water waveforms in Fig. 9).TDR Probe Calibration and

Permittivity Measurement The highly rounded octanol waveform is typical of a
dispersive material with relaxation in the measurementObtaining an exact measurement of the travel time is
frequency bandwidth as previously discussed in the sec-crucial to permittivity measurement from a TDR wave-
tion on interpreting and modeling waveforms. This isform. High quality waveforms make it easier to measure
important because poor probe construction can also leadthe travel time more accurately. This depends on two
to dispersion and filtering out of the higher frequenciesthings: the physical construction of the probes and the
and thus more indistinct, rounded waveforms.homogeneity and relaxation behavior of the dielectric

Each probe requires length calibration to maximizematerial. A series of waveforms are presented in Fig. 28
accuracy of permittivity measurement. An accurate andfor dielectric fluids with negligible relaxation occurring
practical method is to calibrate probes in air and waterin the TDR frequency range. The waveforms have dis-
(Heimovaara, 1993; Robinson et al., 2003). Analysis soft-

Fig. 28. A series of waveforms collected in a coaxial cell demonstra-
Fig. 29. Waveforms in ethanol (εs � 22) and octanol (εs � 10) demon-ting how the waveform travel time increases as the permittivity

increases. Tangent lines are fitted to the water waveform, the inter- strating the rounding of a waveform that contains relaxation in the
TDR frequency bandwidth (Octanol).section being the point from which the time is measured.
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air and water so that both le (electrical length) and �to

can be found. The accurate starting point thereby deter-
mined is valid for a fixed temperature and cable length.
This method relies on the presence of a bump at the be-
ginning of the waveform caused by the impedance mis-
match between the sensor head and cable. This usually
occurs since sensor heads tend to have higher imped-
ances than the 50-� cable. The base of the bump is a
good location reference because it does not move sig-
nificantly. The work presented in Robinson et al. (2003)
showed that in layered systems the apex of the bump,
sometimes used as a reference point in other software,
would change location.

Many probes are calibrated using only water to deter-
mine the electrical length of the probe. The start point
is often fixed at the bump apex (B in Fig. 31, right).
To demonstrate how choosing an arbitrary start point
affects the determination of permittivity an example is
presented. In this example the peak of the apex is usedFig. 30. An example of a waveform in water showing tangent lines
as a convenient reference point from which the requiredfitted at the end of the waveform and the times used to calibrate

a TDR probe (Eq. [45]). travel time is calculated to reach the tangent lines mark-
ing the end reflection. We added 0.16 ns to the travel
time marked A, and removed 0.10 and 0.26 ns from theware was presented by Heimovaara and deWater (1993)
travel times, corresponding with C and D, respectivelythat locates by fitting tangents the base of the bump (first
(Fig. 31). The electrical length was calculated accordingreflection of signal) created by the impedance mismatch
to the permittivity in water and then the permittivity ofbetween the cable and sensor head (Fig. 30). It then
air was calculated given the respective measured travellocates the second reflection from the end of the sensor,
time in air using the starting points A, B, C, and Ddenoted “reflection from end of sensor” in Fig. 30. The
(Fig. 31, right). The estimated permittivity correspond-time between these two points is denoted as �tp (Fig. 30).
ing to these measurements is presented in Fig. 31 in theThe travel time �tp is a combination of the travel time
left panel. Clearly this demonstrates that the apex ofof the signal in the sensor head (�to) and that in the
the peak is not the legitimate start point, the correctsoil surrounding the sensor (�ts). Heimovaara (1993)
start point lies 0.035 ns to the right of the apex, whichused measurements in air and water, both having known
was the calculated result using Eq. [45]. The use of anyvalues of permittivity, to obtain both the travel times
other start point creates an error in the measurementin the sensor (�ts).
of permittivity, most noticeably at the low permittiv-

�tp � �to � �ts � �to � (le√εr)/c [45] ity values.
The subject of accurate timing has also been consid-Two such equations can be solved simultaneously for

Fig. 31. Left, permittivity estimated from calibration of probe adjusting the electrical length of the probe according to measurements in water
using the bump apex as a timing reference. The lines on the right-hand diagram show the corresponding locations on the waveform. The
correctly calibrated start point lies 0.035 ns to the right of the point B, the bump apex, according to calibration using Heimovaara’s calibration
method (Eq. [45]).
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Fig. 33. Influence of temperature in shifting the first reflection peakFig. 32. The response of TDR waveforms to cable length. The longer
location resulting from the change in travel time along a 10.3-mcable filters the higher frequency components of the signal, and
cable. Arrows indicate the estimated peak location based solelythe waveform becomes more rounded.
on the travel time change in polyethylene at 1 and 50�C relative
to 25�C.

ered in more pragmatic ways. For example, Hook et al.
(1992) developed probes with shorting diodes, which

Fig. 32. A second impact of longer cables regards ECthey suggest make finding the probe end reflection eas-
determined using the reflection coefficient. The use ofier and reduce propagation velocity errors, making tim-
longer cables reduces the reflection coefficient, whiching measurements more accurate (Hook and Livingston,
means that when probes are calibrated to measure EC1995). These diodes are used to take two measurements,
they should always be attached to the length of cableshorted and unshorted. The two waveforms are then
that they’ll be connected to in the field. Calibration ofdifferenced to determine travel time. This can be espe-
a probe with a short cable that is to be attached to acially useful for measurements in media that is increas-
long cable in the field will give an erroneous measureingly lossy, before waveform attenuation.
of EC, since the probe characteristic impedance usedSometimes it is difficult to locate the position at which
in the calculation of EC will be altered by the cablethe probe begins, particularly for low permittivity mate-
length. This issue is resolved by using the scaling factorsrials. To overcome this problem the probes supplied
proposed in Castiglione and Shouse (2003) and pre-by Soil Moisture Equipment Corp. have an electrical
sented in Eq. [30].marker in the probe head that causes an impedance

Changes in the ambient temperature of the cable con-mismatch displayed on the waveform as a dip, from
necting a sensor to the TDR is a further potential sourcewhich the start of the probe can be located (Fig. 3). The
of error that can arise when using long cables. As a ca-base of this dip also makes a convenient location for
ble heats or cools, the propagation velocity of the wavefixing the start point for Heimovaara’s (1993) method
along the cable changes. Problems have arisen when aof calculating �to and the electrical length parameter.
TDR probe has been calibrated with a fixed start point
(first reflection) from which the travel time is measured.Effect of Cable Length and Temperature
As the cable heats and cools, the position of the realon Waveforms
start point moves. This is demonstrated in Fig. 33 for aThe impact of using long cables to connect TDR sen- coaxial probe immersed in water. The reference wave-sors to the TDR has been considered in a number of
form was taken at a temperature of 25�C, and the bumpexperimental studies (e.g., Herkelrath et al., 1991; Hei-
apex can be seen to move relative to this. The shift inmovaara, 1993). The findings are all similar, showing
the location of the peak is likely a combination of severalthat increased cable length causes the magnitude of the
factors. The most prominent is the change in permittivityreflected signal to decrease. This is caused by a decrease
of the cable’s dielectric material with temperature. Forin energy as the signal has to travel further down the
the case of the commonly used cables made with poly-cables and thus suffers more attenuation. This has a
ethylene as the dielectric, there is a nonlinear reductionnumber of impacts, the first of which is that the wave-
in permittivity with increasing temperature. The esti-form is altered, causing the first reflection to become
mated peak locations based on travel-time change dueless distinct, which can result in problems for software
to temperature-dependent permittivity of polyethylenerequiring this bump for travel time analysis. The conse-
are shown in Fig. 33. Other factors such as thermal ex-quences may be an undetectable first reflection and a
pansion, altered impedance, and measurement accuracyshift in the analyzed travel time. A further problem is
also contribute to the peak shift. This problem is dealtthat the second reflection becomes more rounded. This
with by automated waveform analysis software such asrounding of the waveform is usually associated with
that of Heimovaara and deWater (1993) or WinTDRdispersion, and in part a filtering of higher frequencies
(Or et al., 1998), which tracks the TDR waveform using(Logsdon, 2000). An example of the effect of cable
double reflection analysis (see Table 3 regarding analy-length on waveform character for cable lengths of 2.6

and 18.2 m (using the same probe in water) is given in sis software).
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Table 3. Features of TDR waveform analysis software packages.

Feature TDRANA† PCTDR†§ Viewpoint† WINTDR† TACQ¶ WinTrase†

DOS � � �
Windows 3.x � �
Windows 95/98 � � �
Windows 2000 � �
Windows NT � � �
Proprietary software � � �
TDR interface capability 1502 TDR100 MP-917 1502/TDR100 1502 6050X1
Cost $0 $0 $410 $0 $0 $1400
Waveform display � � � � � �
Detection of 1st reflection‡ A, M A A A, M A A
Detection of 2nd reflection‡ A A A A, M A A
� analysis‡ A, M M A, M A, M A A, M
EC analysis‡ A A A A A None
�, ε, EC, WF storage‡ � � No EC � � No EC
User-defined calib. Eq. � � � � �
Probe parameter input � � � � � �
Multiplexer control � � � � �
Waveform averaging � � � � � �
Automated readings � DL req. � � � �

† TDRANA, www.frw.uva.nl/soil/software.html; PCTDR, www.campbellsci.com; Viewpoint, www.esica.com; WINTDR, soilphysics.usu.edu; TACQ,
www.cprl.ars.usda.gov/programs/; WinTrase, www.soilmoisture.com.

‡ � � water content, ε � permittivity, EC � electrical conductivity, DL � datalogger, M � manual operation, A � automatic operation.
§ TDR100 performs the waveform analysis internally, PCTDR serves mainly as a laboratory calibration tool.
¶ TACQ operates under a DOS shell in Windows 3.1 or Windows 95.

TDR DEVICES AND where waveform features become indistinguishable and
ANALYSIS SOFTWARE analysis may fail due to signal attenuation and relaxation

effects. The transmitted signal rise time and output volt-Commercial TDR Devices
age pulse amplitude reported in Table 2 refer to the direct

Since TDR was first utilized for soil moisture measure- output of the instrument, neglecting cable or probe losses
ments in the early 1970s, a host of time domain reflec- that occur during a measurement. For most TDR appli-
tometers have been introduced, many of which are tai- cations in soil science, Hook and Livingston (1995) sug-
lored specifically to soil moisture measurements. The gested that a pulse transition time (instrument rise time)
Tektronix 1502B or 1502C metallic cable tester has been of 300 to 400 ps can be used with little sacrifice in
the most widely used as a research tool, serving as the accuracy. Other differences among the reflectometers
reference TDR for almost two decades. As of January include probe or sensor compatibility and methods of
2002, Tektronix no longer produces the 1502B series measurement and analysis, as well as storage capability.
cable tester, but will continue to service the instrument Probe compatibility is more of an issue for proprietary
for several more years and still produces the 1502C. products, which often require an impedance mismatch
Many newer TDR devices with advanced technology
are shown in Table 2, with a comparison of interesting
features for TDR measurements of water content and
EC. Measurement capability differs among devices rang-
ing in size and weight, with some operating as stand-
alone devices capable of remote operation while others
must interface with a datalogger or PC for analysis and
data collection. System costs vary from just over $3000
to more than $10 000 and the correlation between cost,
quality, and functionality is difficult to distinguish with-
out a more detailed evaluation and comparison. On-
going technological advances provide opportunity for
improved pulser technology, with shorter rise time and
improved measurement accuracy. An advantage of a
faster signal rise time is that it translates to a higher
frequency content and less likelihood that the system
suffers from low-frequency effects such as those illus-
trated in Fig. 34 (e.g., Maxwell-Wagner relaxation). The
signal rise time, tr (ps), describes the leading edge of
the pulse where most of the energy is contained, and an Fig. 34. Contributors to dielectric loss in wet porous media covering

a large frequency spectrum. Mechanisms include C, ionic conduc-estimate of its maximum frequency content, fmax (GHz),
tivity; DL, charged double layer; X, crystal water relaxation; I, icemay be computed as shown in Eq. [14] (Strickland, 1970).
relaxation; MW, Maxwell–Wagner relaxation; S, surface conductiv-Benefits derived from higher frequency content and ity; B, bound water relaxation; W1, principle free water relaxation;

higher power output are realized under attenuating con- W2, second free water relaxation. (Modified from Hasted, 1973,
p. 238).ditions (e.g., long probes, long cables, and high salinity),
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or shorting diode used by the analysis software to locate software (FOM/mts [Easy Test], MP-917 [Environmen-
the probe. An example of this is the innovative design tal Sensors], TDR100 [Campbell Scientific], TRIME FM2
of a profiling probe (ESI), which uses shorting diodes to [Mesa Systems]), while others require or allow a PC
provide sectioned measurements of water content within software interface, where users may perform hands-on
the soil along a single long segmented probe (Hook et al., waveform analysis and other functions (see Table 3).
1992; Sun et al., 2000). The 1502 and TDR100 devices Nonproprietary software developed for the Tektronix
allow measurement and analysis using generic or custom TDR are available at no cost and have the greatest
probe designs while requiring additional operator skills flexibility in terms of waveform analysis for permittivity
and knowledge. The TDR readout is typically displayed and EC (Heimovaara and de Water, 1993; Or et al.,
on an LCD screen or PC monitor with numerical output 1998; Evett, 2000a, 2000b). Key aspects of travel time
(e.g., permittivity, water content, EC) and in some cases (waveform) analysis include accurate detection of the
a waveform. Instrument control via remote operation is first and second reflections leading to consistent and
possible with certain devices (e.g., 1502 via PC or DL reliable permittivity determination. The first reflection
[Tektronix], Mini Trase [Soil Moisture Equipment], Trase is often marked as a spike or dip in the waveform re-
System I [Soil Moisture Equipment], TDR100 [Camp- sulting from an impedance change. This marker may be
bell Scientific]). Most TDR systems allow user-defined the result of a diode or balun embedded in the head of
permittivity–water content (Ka–�) calibration. Output the probe, a crimped cable, or simply the impedance
varies widely among instruments, but permittivity is al- change caused by the transition from cable to probe
ways available as a backward calculation of water con- occurring in the probe head. The first reflection point is
tent with knowledge of the calibration relationship (e.g., sometimes identified manually and is used by the analy-
the Topp et al., 1980 equation). Internal storage capac- sis software to locate the position of the probe during
ity, as well as battery power, are important features for measurements. Waveform analysis software typically
field measurements. Waveform storage is often optional use a tangent fitting procedure to determine the second
and can be output at different time intervals in some reflection point, and some software display tangent lines
cases. Waveform size varies among different devices, directly on the waveform (e.g., WinTrase, WINTDR;
with some capable of size adjustment, but in all cases Or et al., 1998). Analysis output varies among different
the waveform requires considerably more storage space software packages, with all providing water content esti-
than the typical output of water content and EC. Wave- mates while some also provide permittivity and EC.
form analysis software is typically incorporated within Output from the software analysis generally includes
the TDR unit (TDR100 [Campbell Scientific], TRIME time and date as well as permittivity and/or water con-
FM2 [Mesa Systems, Ettlingen, Germany], Trase Sys- tent and EC where applicable. Probe parameters must
tem I [Soil Moisture Equipment], Mini Trase [Soil Mois- be specified (i.e., probe electrical length for permittivity
ture Equipment], MP-917 [Environmental Sensors Inc.], and probe characteristic impedance or geometric cell
FOM/mts [Easy Test, Lublin, Poland]) or it may inter- constant where EC is computed). Not all TDR devices
face with the TDR as an independent application (1502). provide EC readings, and only manual readings of EC
Electrical conductivity measurements are supported by are available with certain device and software combina-
only a few of the devices (1502 [Tektronix], TDR100 tions. The waveforms first and second derivatives are
[Campbell Scientific], FOM/mts [Easy Test]), and this often used in automated analyses to identify the second
may be a critical consideration for some users. Proper reflection, drawing tangent lines with intersections to
waveform analysis is crucial to accurate determinations mark the location of the second peak (Fig. 30). As the
of permittivity and EC. For instruments where no wave- default in most analysis software, the Topp et al. (1980)
form is displayed or where users are unfamiliar with permittivity–water content relationship is used. User-
common indicators of erroneous waveform analysis, wa- defined calibration equations are typically linear or
ter content measurement errors are more likely to occur. polynomial type relationships, but lookup tables for
Multiplexer control, allowing multiple probe connection water content are also useful when dealing with clay,
to a single TDR device, is a useful feature for laboratory organic, or other nonmineral soils.
work and is often a necessity for field applications. A
data-logging device is often preferable to a PC for field

CALIBRATION EQUATIONS AND MODELSmeasurements. Other features that can improve wave-
form analysis include waveform averaging and smooth- Empirical Equations
ing algorithms. In the next section, TDR analysis soft-

To estimate water content a calibration curve is neededware features are presented and discussed.
to relate soil volumetric water content, �, to Ka. Topp
et al.’s (1980) seminal paper on TDR presented a num-Waveform Analysis Software ber of empirical equations relating soil apparent per-
mittivity to water content. The equation for mineralTime domain reflectometry waveform analysis soft-
soils (Eq. [46]) has proven successful in soils that doware for permittivity (water content) was first auto-
not contain substantial amounts of bound water, whichmated for applications in soil science by Heimovaara
includes most sands and loams. They also presented anand Bouten (1990) and Baker and Allmaras (1990) using
equation for organic soils (Eq. [47]), which differs fromthe Tektronix 1502 cable tester. Several of the TDR in-

struments described above contain internal analysis mineral soils because of their high porosity and bound
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water content (Pepin et al., 1992; Paquet et al., 1993; network that accounts better for the bulk density or
porosity of the porous medium.Schaap et al., 1996).

Physically based models solving the Laplace equation
� � (�530 � 292Ka � 5.5K 2

a � 0.043K 3
a) � 10�4 [46] for two-phase EC and dielectric permittivity date back

as far as Maxwell (1891) and Maxwell-Garnett (1904),� � (�252 � 415Ka � 14.4K 2
a � 0.22K 3

a) � 10�4 [47]
respectively. Within soil science, de Loor (1968) pre-

In Eq. [46] and [47], � is the volumetric water content sented a model to describe the effective permittivity
and Ka is the apparent permittivity measured using (εeff) of the soil, which considers the soil to be made up
TDR. A host of additional empirical calibration equa- of isotropically mixed plate-like particles. Two forms
tions have been presented in the literature (Roth et al., of the model have been presented in the literature, a
1992; Jacobsen and Schjonning, 1993), with the primary simplified version with only the three major phases (Ja-
advance being attempts to incorporate bound water into cobsen and Schjonning, 1995) (Eq. [50]) and one applied
equations. Perhaps one of the more successful equations by Dirksen and Dasberg (1993) (Eq. [51]), which in-
was presented by Malicki et al. (1996), who used a siz- cludes bound water:
able data set and a multiple linear regression to develop
a relationship, which includes the bulk density (�b) as

� �

3(εs � εeff) � 2�s (εa � εs) � εeff�s �εs

εa

� 1�
εeff � εs

εfw

�
εs

εa
� � 2(εa � εfw)

[50]an additional factor:

� �
√Ka � 0.819 � 0.168�b � 0.159� 2

b

7.17 � 1.18�b

[48]
� �

3(εs � εeff) � 2�bw (εbw � εfw) � 2�s (εa � εs) � εeff�bw � εs

εfw

�
εs

εbw
� � εeff�s �εs

εa

� 1�
εeff � εs

εfw

�
εs

εa
� � 2(εa � εfw)

� � �bw [51]Simple Mixing Models
where εs is solid phase permittivity, εa is gas phase per-The soil can be regarded as a mixture of three dielec-
mittivity, εfw is free water permittivity, εbw is bound watertric components, air (1), mineral particles (5–10) and
permittivity, �bw is bound water volumetric water con-water (80), with bound water sometimes being added
tent calculated from ��bS assuming a monomolecularas a fourth component. Two main modeling pathways
layer of tightly bound water of a thickness � � 3 �have developed regarding mixing models applied in soil
10�10 m and S is the soil specific surface area (m2 g�1).science. The first category can be thought of as the
The simplified version of the model (Eq. [50]) is morepower law approximations, which include the so-called
usable for field calibration because it requires only soilrefractive index model. The second category makes at-
bulk density as a physical input parameter, if the watertempts to develop a more physically based model work-
and solid phase permittivities are assumed known. Aing from the microscale and building up to the sample
value of 4.7 has been measured for quartz (Robinsonscale. The more commonly applied of the latter models
and Friedman, 2003), but a commonly used value forare those of de Loor (1968), Dobson et al. (1985), Dirk-
soil minerals is 5 (Dirksen and Dasberg, 1993; Friedman,sen and Dasberg (1993), Peplinski et al. (1995), and
1998); the permittivity of free water as a function ofFriedman (1998). The mixing model approach is more
temperature (�C) is described by (Lide, 1992):thoroughly discussed in Sihvola (1999).

The power law approximation using a power of 0.5 ε(t ) � 78.54[1 � 4.579 � 10�3(t � 25) � 1.19 � 10�5(t � 25)2 � 2.8 � 10�8(t � 25)3]
is commonly used in the soil science literature (Birchak [52]et al., 1974; Whalley, 1993; Heimovaara et al., 1994;

More recently Friedman (1998) presented an approxi-Robinson et al., 1999). This model has a simple physical
mate solution (Maxwell-Garnett, 1904) to the Laplacebasis for a layered material but does not refer to any
equation for two-phase concentric spheres in a thirdof the microstructure of a porous or granular media. A
background phase. He then mixed these in two configu-physical derivation for a layered material was presented
rations of solid–water–air and air–solid–water (outwards),in the previous section (Eq. [16]). The model presented
and chose a saturation-degree dependent mixture of thoseby Whalley (1993) can be thought of as representing
configurations that he thought best represented soils.three homogeneous dielectric layers perpendicular to
Pore-scale models such as those above are very impor-the direction of wave propagation.
tant and helpful for our understanding and prediction
capability of the Ka(�) relationship, as are similar ap-
proaches presented in other studies (Sen et al., 1981;

� �

�√Ka � 1	 �
�b

�s

�√εs � 1	

√εw � 1
[49] Sihvola and Kong, 1988; Or and Wraith, 1999b; Jones

and Friedman, 2000; Robinson and Friedman, 2001;
where the subscripts “s” and “w” denote solid and water, Jones and Or, 2002; Robinson and Friedman, 2002).
�b is the dry bulk density (Mg m�3), and �s is the density From the standpoint of the typical user who wishes
of solid minerals (�2.65 Mg m�3). The bulk density and to obtain water content from permittivity measurement,
the solid particle density are related to the soil porosity, Topp’s curve (Eq. [46]) has proven very successful. In
�s, by 1 � (�b/�s). Friedman (1997) proposed a Ka(�) heavy clay soils Malicki et al.’s (1996) Eq. [48] might
relationship based on calculating the equivalent capaci- be preferred. The pore-scale mixing models are the best

way forward in terms of improving our understandingtance of a three-dimensional solid–water–air capacitor
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of the dielectric properties of porous media and should ity is low and tracking changes in soil water content is
of primary interest.eventually lead to a comprehensive, physically based

mixing model for soil dielectric permittivity as a function
of water content. Nondielectric sensors

Neutron probeOTHER METHODS OF WATER
CONTENT DETERMINATION The neutron probe (Greacen, 1981; Bell, 1987; Gard-

ner et al., 2001) is still an important tool for measuringThe wide scientific and commercial interest in mea-
soil water content, especially for profiles of 1 m depthsuring the water content of porous materials has led to
or more and in areas of high soil salinity. The neutronthe development of a wide variety of sensing methods
method uses a radioactive source that emits fast neu-and techniques (White and Zegelin, 1995; Gardner et
trons. The neutrons are slowed and deflected primarilyal., 2001; Dane and Topp, 2002; Or and Wraith, 2002),
by the H atoms in soil water, and a detector in thewith some practical instrument comparisons presented
instrument counts the returning slow thermal neutrons.in Evett (2000c). The gravimetric method is the standard
The number of returning slow neutrons is proportionalagainst which other techniques are compared (Gardner
to the soil water content in mineral soils. The mainet al., 2001); however, it is both time-consuming and
advantages of the neutron probe are that it has a rela-destructive. This review has concentrated on TDR, al-
tively large sample volume and is very convenient forthough other techniques exist and may be more suited
profiling. However, it has the drawbacks of a radioactiveto certain applications. In the following discussion we
source, a water content–dependent sample volume, thegroup alternative methods into dielectric methods and
need for calibration for different soils, and that it cannotnondielectric methods. For a comprehensive description
easily be used near the soil surface.of different methods the reader is referred to Dane and

Topp (2002).
Dual-Probe Heat Pulse Measurements

Dielectric Sensors Thermal properties (thermal conductivity, heat ca-
pacity) of soils are well correlated to volumetric waterDielectric sensors have become very popular in the
content because of the disparity between the thermallast decade primarily because of the highly correlated
characteristics of solids, water, and air. The thermaldielectric–water content relationship, and they can be
properties are determined using temporal and spatialused near the soil surface, offer high temporal resolu-
gradients of temperature (Campbell et al., 1991; Bristowtion, and are nonradioactive. Measurement of permittiv-
et al., 1994). Constituent heat capacities and thermality is an elegant way of estimating water content, and
conductivities may be averaged to determine bulk esti-the principal can be applied to measurements at a range
mates, which lead to expressions for inferring volumetricof scales, from satellite remote sensing (Jackson et al.,
water content from heat pulse measurements. Results of1996; Gardner et al., 2001) to field-scale ground pene-
measured thermal conductivity and water content in-trating radar (Huisman et al., 2001) to point measure-
ferred from dual-probe heat pulse measurements (sourcements (Weiler et al., 1998). The high capital cost of
and sink), show reasonable agreement with model pre-TDR, which has decreased substantially in the last 10 yr,
dictions for line source solutions (Kluitenberg andhas made room for other low-cost sensors, many of
Philip, 1999). Advantages include low-cost and localizedwhich are discussed by users at the ‘Soil Water Content
measurements that are insensitive to salinity and whichSensors and Measurement’ (SOWACS) web site (http://
have the added capability of making water flux measure-www.sowacs.com/ [verified 5 Sept. 2003]). Time domain
ments under certain conditions (Ren et al., 2000). Draw-transmission techniques are now commercially available
backs to the thermal approach include high sensitivityat about a tenth of the cost of a TDR system. These
to geometrical configuration of probes and soil constit-sensors measure one-way travel time, usually around a
uents, particle–probe contact sensitivity resulting in re-loop and can have rise times of 200 ps, making them
duced accuracy compared with TDR, and a requirementvery competitive with TDR, especially for single sensor
of soil-specific calibration.applications (e.g., ESI, http://www.esica.com/[verified

5 Sept. 2003]; Acclima, http://www.acclima.com/[veri-
fied 5 Sept. 2003]; Young et al., 2000). The theta probe SUMMARY
(Gaskin and Miller, 1996) is a competitively priced sen- A comprehensive review of TDR technology that ap-sor operating at about 100 MHz (Delta T Devices, plies to the measurement of bulk soil permittivity andwww.delta-t.co.uk [verified 5 Sept. 2003]). Other imped- EC was presented. The article covers the guiding princi-ance devices include Hilhorst et al.’s (1993) low-fre- ples and practical issues, such as TDR probe construc-quency sensor (20 MHz). Capacitance probes (90–150 tion, calibration, and waveform interpretation. The im-MHz) (Bell et al., 1987; Dean et al., 1987; Eller and pact of lossy and dispersive dielectrics is discussed. SomeDenoth, 1996; Paltineanu and Starr, 1997; Gardner et of the areas of understanding that present challengesal., 1998; Robinson et al., 1999) tend to be susceptible to research might be considered under the following:to soil salinity (Robinson et al., 1998) and less accurate
than TDR in terms of permittivity measurement, but 1. Improved modeling and inversion of TDR wave-

forms for extending permittivity and relaxation in-offer good solutions in irrigated agriculture, where salin-
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formation is an area that deserves attention. This εs,cc Static value for the real permittivity (water 80.1
at 20�C)is in its infancy but potentially could greatly im-

prove our understanding of the measurement tech- ε∞ High frequency limit of the real permittivity
nique and the properties of porous materials. The (water, 4.22)
linkage of such analysis into computer software εs Solid phase permittivity
could provide a very comprehensive TDR wave- εa Gas phase permittivity
form analysis package. This approach may also εfw Free water permittivity
lead to improved permittivity measurement in dis- εbw Bound water permittivity
persive dielectrics. εeff Effective permittivity of a composite material

2. Investigating the use of the broadband conductiv- (mixture)
ity to obtain estimates of the imaginary permittivity �s Porosity
from waveform analysis would be a very useful � Electrical potential
contribution. A method of separating real and �max Maximum value of the electrical potential
imaginary permittivity within the measured per- � Propagation constant for an electromagnetic
mittivity is highly desirable. This might greatly im- wave
prove estimates of water content in clay soils that � Wavelength
can have a large imaginary component due to re- 	o Magnetic permeability of vacuum (1.257 � 10�6

laxation phenomena. H m�1)
3. At present probe design constraints limit TDR use 	r Relative magnetic permeability

for estimating water content to mostly nonsaline � Volumetric water content
soils. However, much of the world’s agriculture in �s Volumetric water content at saturation
semiarid regions occurs in marginal saline areas. �bw Bound water, volumetric water content
Efforts to extend the range of TDR measurements � Reflection coefficient
into saline soils are of substantial interest. New and �∞ Reflection coefficient at infinite time
innovative probes are continually being designed �open Reflection coefficient at infinite time for an open
and should continue to contribute to the versatility circuit
of the TDR technique in the earth sciences. �short Reflection coefficient at infinite time for a short
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